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The New Deal on Energy focuses on a set of clear 
strategic building blocks that are necessary to achieve 
universal access to electricity

These building blocks are for the entire African continent 
and represent a top-down approach

The New Deal on Energy Dashboard (NDED) estimates 
country-specific input and output requirements to 
achieve the targets using a dynamic bottom-up model

This document serves as a guideline on how to use the 
NDED and how to interpret its results

The New Deal on Energy Dashboard
3



We use a dynamic bottom-up approach that analyzes the linkages between outcome, 
output and input
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Outcome Output Input

Additional funding

o Rural & urban  connections 

(based on assumed cost per 

connection)

o Generation capacity 

(depending on scenario)

o Transmission cost 

(based on assumed share of 

transmission to generation 

and connection cost)

Rural and urban connections

o Based on current electrification rate 

and expected population 2025

Electricity consumption

o Household demand (based on 

additional connections and average 

household demand)

o Market demand (based on regression 

GDP & electricity use)

o Suppressed demand (based on annual 

outage time)

o Adjusted for current imports and T&D 

losses

Generation capacity

o Based on electricity consumption and 

scenario (current mix and AfDB 

estimated mix)

GHG emissions

o Based on lifecycle emissions per 

technology and additional generation

100% urban electricity access

95% rural electricity access
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The interface of the NDED consists of two elements;
selection and results
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Selection

Results



Results are estimated based on the selections made by the user
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1

2
1. Select one or multiple countries and/or regions for which you want to view the input and output

requirements. Another possibility is to select “All”, in which case the results for all countries included in the
toolkit will be shown.

2. Choose to include or exclude the current pipeline*. The pipeline consists of financed energy projects
(generation, interconnection and transmission) expected to become operational by the end of 2025.
Further, select either the current or a planned mix of generation technologies. Current mix represents the
present-day mix of energy generation technologies in the country(s) selected. The Desired mix can be
modified to view the energy outlook under any preferred generation technology mix in the country(s)
selected.

3. The Current column shows the energy generation breakdown in the current scenario (excluding generation
projects in pipeline). In the Desired column you can select any preferred future energy mix. When doing so,
the Total row below should add up to 100%. If you choose to fill the Desired column, click on “Generate
results” to view the results.

Once all steps are completed, the dashboard will load automatically.
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* Pipeline data is currently available for Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.
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Based on the selections made by the user the dashboard visualizes the input and outputs 
requirements
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1 2

3 4
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Exhibit 1 & 2: urban and rural connection gap
10

1 2

1. Urban connection gap
Displays the status of urban household connections. The green bars represent the number of households connected in a given year. Connection
projects in pipeline would be shown in light green – however there are no urban connections projects currently in the pipeline for Kenya. The red
line shows the linear route from the number of connections in 2016 to a 100% urban connection rate in 2025. The number 1.6 million stands for
the total connections which still need to be financed to reach this goal.

2. Rural connection gap
This chart follows an identical structure to that of the urban connection gap. The target for rural connection rate in 2025 is set at 95%, meaning 
the peak of the universal access requirement line is equal to a 95% connection rate in rural areas. Further, if the current pipeline is included, light 
green sections indicate the number of connections in the pipeline which will be realized in a specific year (here in 2020 and 2021). For the year 
after, these connections are included in the dark green bar.



Exhibit 3 & 4: installed capacity gap and total financing requirements
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3 4

3. Installed capacity gap in MW
Displays the gap between installed capacity and total generation capacity needed for 100% urban and 95% rural electrification in 2025.

The green bars represent the installed capacity in a given year, the light green sections represent capacity in the pipeline which is

expected to become operational in a specific year (here in 2020 and 2025). The red line shows the linear path from the installed

capacity in 2016 to the needed capacity in 2025. As the bar indicating installed capacity reaches the universal access requirement line

in 2025, the installed capacity gap is equal to zero MW.

4. Total financing requirements in million US $
Shows the financing required for generation capacity, urban connections, rural connections and transmission to achieve the electrification
target. The green bars represent financing which has already been realized, whereas the red bars represent financing requirements. The
number above each bar is the total financing requirement, e.g. realized financing plus required financing. Above the graph the total required
costs are displayed, which is the sum of generation, urban & rural connections and transmission financing. Just below the total financing in
pipeline is shown, which is the sum of the realized financing for these four components.



Exhibit 5 & 6: requirement calculation and access to electricity map
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5

5. Requirement calculation
The leftmost box of this figure shows the current and forecasted 
electricity use, urban and rural connections. This leads to box 2, the 
gap. This equals the forecasted minus current electricity use and 
connections. From this we deduct the pipeline (box 3), to obtain the 
actual requirements (box 4).

6. Access to electricity
Visualizes the percentage of the total population of each African
country with access to electricity in 2016. A dark shade of green
indicates a high electrification rate and light shade of green indicates
lower electrification rates.

6



Exhibit 7: generation technology
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77. Generation technology
This table provides an overview of the different
generation technologies, and how many more MW
in generation is required based on either the current
or desired mix (depending on your selection). It then
provides the corresponding total overnight capital
costs in column three, meaning (pre-) construction
and contingency cost. It further displays the
Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE), or the average price
of producing one MWh of energy with this
technology. Column five provides the lifecycle
emissions for each of the technologies, based on
which the total emissions in the final column are
calculated.

Below the generation technology information
follows a summary of the total urban and rural
connections needed and the corresponding capital
costs, as well as an overview of the transmission
costs and the total costs.

Pipeline is excluded in this calculation
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We use urban and rural population and electrification 
rate data to determine the number of connections required

❚ Steps
1. Population in 2016 * electrification rate = population in 2016 with access 

2. Population in 2025 – population in 2016 with access = population not connected

3. Population not connected / average household size = # connections required

4. Funding required = # connections required * cost per connection

❚ Notes on data 
• Population in 2025 obtained from the World Bank database

o Split urban/rural available

• Electrification rates obtained from World Bank database

o Split urban/rural available

• Average household size obtained from the UN database

o Not available for all African countries and no distinction between rural and urban

• Cost for household connections has been obtained from the AfDB pipeline information

• No data is available on split between rural on/off grid connections
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Connections

*In the toolkit the most recent year for which most data is available is used, which is why 2016 is used as the base year. 



Example for Kenya – urban connections
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Data inputs 

a) Urban population in 2016 = 12.8 million

b) Urban electrification rate 2016 = 78%

c) Urban pop in 2025 = 18.3 million

d) Average household size = 5.11

e) Cost per urban connection = USD 229

f) Urban connections in pipeline = 0

Calculations

1. 2016 urban pop with access = urban population (a)*electrification rate (b) = 9.9 million

2. Urban population not connected = 18.3 million (c)– 9.9 million= 8.4 million

3. Number of urban connections required = 8.4  million / 5.11 (d) = 1.6 million 

4. Funding required for urban connections = 1.6 million * USD 229 (e) = USD 0.4 billion

…

Number of rural connections required = 5.0 million

Number of rural connections in pipeline = 0.6 million

Funding required for rural connections = (5.0 million – 0.6 million) * USD 458 = USD 2.0 billion

Total urban and rural connections = 6.0 million

Total funding = USD 2.4 billion

Connections



Additional electricity use depends on, market and household demand, suppressed 
demand and adjustments

❚ Steps

1. Market demand to economic growth is estimated using the following regression:
o Electricity use = α ∗ GDPβ

2. Household demand due to additional connections is estimated as follows:
o Number of additional connections * domestic use per connection

3. Suppressed demand is estimated as follows:

o Annual outage share * market demand in 2025

4. Adjustments are estimated as follows
o Imports: net import share * (market demand + household demand + suppressed demand)

o T&D losses: percentage T&D losses * (market demand + household demand + suppressed demand + import adjustment)

❚ Notes on data 

• Electricity use and net import shares are obtained from the EIA database 

• GDP and percentage of T&D losses are obtained from the World Bank database

• Number of additional connections based on our previous calculations

• We use residential use (IEA) and number of households to determine the domestic electricity use per connection

• Annual outage shares are obtained from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys
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Generation



Example for Kenya

❚ 1. Market demand gap

❚ Data inputs

a) Electricity use over time (1996-2014)

b) Electric power consumption 2016 = 7,863 GWh

c) GDP (constant local currency) over time (1995 -2016)

d) Average annual GDP growth = 4.2%

e) Number of years between current and 2025 GDP = 7

❚ Calculations

A. Regressing electricity use (a) and GDP (b) 

• Electric power consumption 2025 = 0,000104 ∗ GDP20251.1

B. GDP in 2025 = ((1+d)^e) * c = KES 6,433 billion
C. Market demand gap in 2025 = 0,000104*B1.1 - 7,863 =  5,570 GWh

2. Household demand
Data inputs
a) Additional urban connections required = 1.6 million
b) Additional rural connections required = 5.0 million 

(excluding pipeline)
c) Electricity use per household = 567 kWh

Calculations
Additional household demand in 2025 = (a*c) +(b*c) = 3,747 GWh 
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Generation



Example for Kenya

3. Suppressed demand
Data inputs
a) Number of power outages in a typical month = 3.8
b) Duration of typical electrical outage = 5.8 hours
c) Total market demand in 2025 = 13,432 GWh 

Calculations
Suppressed demand = ((a*b*number of months) / hours in 1 year) * c = 
((3.8*5.8*12)/8,760) * 13,432 = 406 GWh

4. Adjustments
Data inputs
a) Net imports = 162 GWh 
b) Current electricity use = 7,863 GWh

c) Sum of additional market, household and suppressed demand in 2025 
= 9,722 GWh

d) T&D losses = 17.6%
e) Sum of additional market, household and suppressed demand after 

import adjustment in 2025 = 9,522 GWh

Calculations
A. Imports adjustment = (a/b) * c = (162/7,863) * 9,722 = 200 GWh
B. T&D adjustment = d * e = 17.6% * 9,522 = 1,671 GWh

5. Electricity use in 2025 
Additional market demand + household demand + suppressed demand –
imports adjustment + T&D adjustment =  11,193 GWh 
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Generation



Knowing which technologies should cover additional electricity use, allows us to 
estimate the additional capacity 

❚ Steps
❚ Based on current energy mix

1. Determine the electricity generated per technology 

2. Additional generation capacity per tech = electricity per tech* capacity factor per tech 

3. Required funding = additional capacity per tech * capital cost

4. Total emissions = additional capacity per tech * lifecycle emissions per kwh

❚ Notes on data 
• Current energy mix obtained from the EIA and WB energy database

• Capacity factor obtained from the EIA database

• Capital cost obtained from IEA and EIA

• Lifecycle emissions obtained from IPCC
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Generation



Example for Kenya
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Data inputs
a) Current energy mix split:

• Biomass = 1%

• Diesel = 6%

• Geothermal = 44%

• Heavy fuel oil = 14%

• Hydro = 34%

• Solar = 0.4%

• Wind = 0.6%

Calculations
A. Electricity provision per technology = additional electricity use requirement 11,193 GWh * current mix  (a)

B. Generation capacity required per tech = Electricity provision per tech * 1000  / capacity factor (b) / days in a year / hours in a day

C. Additional funding = generation capacity per tech * capital costs (c) per tech

D. Total emissions = electricity provision per tech * lifecycle emissions (d) per tech

Generation capacity required

• Biomass = 102 MW

• Diesel = 279 MW

• Geothermal = 758 MW

• Heavy fuel oil = 635 MW

• Hydro = 956 MW

• Solar = 30 MW

• Wind =  30 MW

Total = 2,790 MW

b) Current capacity factors

• Biomass = 16%

• Diesel = 28%

• Geothermal = 74%

• Heavy fuel oil= 28%

• Hydro = 46%

• Solar = 16%

• Wind = 28%

Funding required

• Biomass = USD 0.4 billion

• Diesel = USD 0.3 billion

• Geothermal = USD 4.4 billion

• Heavy fuel oil = USD 0.6 billion

• Hydro = USD 2.4 billion

• Solar = USD 0.04 billion

• Wind = USD 0.05 billion

Total = USD 8.2 billion 

c) Capital costs (USD/kW)

• Biomass = 4,060

• Diesel = 1,021

• Geothermal = 5,823

• Heavy Fuel Oil = 1,021

• Hydro = 2,493

• Solar = 1,436

• Wind = 1,804

d) Lifecycle emission (gCO2eq/Kwh)

• Biomass = 230

• Diesel = 809

• Geothermal = 38

• Heavy Fuel Oil = 780

• Hydro = 24

• Solar = 48

• Wind = 11

Total emissions

• Biomass = 32,869 ton CO2eq

• Diesel = 544,540 ton CO2eq

• Geothermal = 185,610 ton CO2eq 

• Heavy fuel oil = 1,195,467 ton CO2eq

• Hydro = 92,243 ton CO2eq

• Solar = 2,063 ton CO2eq

• Wind = 805 ton CO2eq

Total = 2,053,598 ton CO2eq 

Pipeline is excluded in this calculation

Generation



Based on the total additional funding required we 
can estimate the additional transmission cost

❚ Steps

1. Transmission cost share = transmission investment / (generation investment + distribution investment)

2. Transmission cost = (connection funding required + capacity funding required) * transmission cost share

❚ Notes on data 

• Transmission-, generation- and distribution investment obtained from EIA

• Connection funding required obtained from our previous calculations

• Capacity funding required obtained from our previous calculations
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Transmission



Example for Kenya
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Data inputs 

a) Transmission investment = USD 89 billion

b) Generation investment = USD 431 billion

c) Distribution investment = USD 225 billion

d) Rural connection funding required = USD 0.4 billion

e) Urban connection funding required = USD 2.3 billion

f) Capacity funding required = USD 8.2 billion

Calculations

A. Transmission cost share = transmission investment (a) / (generation investment (b) + distribution investment (c)) = 

89 / (431 + 225) = 14%

B. Transmission cost = (connection funding required (d+e) + capacity funding required (f)) * transmission cost share (A) = 

(0.4 + 2.3 + 8.2) * 14% = 1.5

Total funding = USD 12.4 billion

Pipeline is excluded in this calculation

Africa-wide data

Kenya-specific data

Transmission
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Rudolphe Petras - r.petras@afdb.org

Nirina Letsara – n.letsara@afdb.org

Please contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding the New Deal on 
Energy Dashboard

25



Appendix: data sourcing (1/3)
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Indicator Source Comments

Access to electricity, rural 
(% of population)

AEP (Tracking 
SDG7/WBG)

-

Access to electricity, urban 
(% of population)

AEP (Tracking 
SDG7/WBG)

-

Average household size UN Data in AEP is available on average household size in electricity utility 
service area, NDED data is per country. When comparing, household size 
in utility area is on average slightly higher. 

Capacity factors
(per technology)

EIA Can be calculated from installed capacity and units generated. Hence, 
data on capacity factors is available for all technologies for which both 
installed capacity and units generated are known.

Connection costs IEA Average residential connection charge (USD/connection) could serve as a 
proxy. This data in AEP is for residential connection only. The average 
transmissions costs for all households can be calculated using previous 
assumptions on the difference between connection costs of rural and 
urban households.

Duration of typical outages WBES No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Electricity final consumption EIA AEP does not contain data on total electricity consumption. However it 
does contain data on total electricity billed to different usage groups 
(low, medium and high voltage customers). This data can thus be 
summed to obtain total electricity consumption.

Electric power transmission and 
distribution losses 
(% of output)

WBDI Electricity: System losses (% of generation) from AEP could be used as a 
proxy. However, datapoint does not load in AEP. From source data, the 
datapoint is many times higher on AEP than in original data (e.g. Ethiopia 
2005: 53% versus 10.01%).



Appendix: data sourcing (2/3)
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Indicator Source Comments

GDP (constant LCU/USD) WBDI GDP per capita (current USD) from AEP could be used as a proxy. 
However, datapoint does not load in AEP. Further, information on 
exchange rates and inflation would have to be obtained to get to GDP in 
constant LCU.

Household consumption (in GWh) EIA Data in AEP is currently only available for Chad and Cameroon. However, 
on AIKP data for more countries is available.

Installed capacity
(biomass & waste, coal, diesel, gas 
combined cycle, gas closed cycle, 
geothermal, heavy fuel oil, 
hydroelectric pumped storage, 
hydroelectricity nuclear, solar, tide & 
wave, wind)

WBPD | EIA The listed technologies are slightly different. Data is available on:
bioenergy, geothermal, hydropower, solar,  and wind. 

Hence AEP does not have data available on: 
coal, diesel, gas (combined and closed cycle), heavy fuel oil, nuclear and 
tidal & wave

LCOE 
(per technology)

EIA No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Lifecycle emissions 
(per technology)

IPCC No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Net imports EIA Electricity: Import (GWh) and Electricity: Export (GWh) could be used as 
a proxy. Net imports needs to be calculated from these two datapoints. 
However, when doing so there are large difference in these results and 
the NDED data, which cannot directly be explained.

Number of electrical outages in a 
typical month

WBES AEP data is on an annual basis, this can be easily converted to average 
monthly data. 



Appendix: data sourcing (3/3)
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Indicator Source Comments

Overnight cost 
(per technology)

EIA No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Percent of firms experiencing 
electrical outages

WBES No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Population, total 
(prediction for 2025)

WBPD No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Rural population
(prediction for 2025)

WBPD No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Urban population
(prediction for 2025)

WBPD No datapoint or proxy available on the AEP.

Units generated
(biomass & waste, coal, diesel, gas 
combined cycle, gas closed cycle, 
geothermal, heavy fuel oil, 
hydroelectric pumped storage, 
hydroelectricity nuclear, solar, tide & 
wave, wind)

WBPD The listed technologies are slightly different. Data is available on:
biofuels & waste, fossil fuels, geothermal, hydropower, nuclear power, 
renewable sources

Hence data is not available on:
Fossil and renewable individual technologies (coal, diesel, gas, solar, tide 
& wave and wind - only combined ‘renewable sources’ and ‘fossil fuels’)


